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LANE REILLY
A Forbidden Rumspringa Ka Books
What if I'm always kidding myself?Billy
Ballew wants to be married, but he's
been engaged to three women and can't
get to the altar.He wants to be a
contractor, but he's so dyslexic he has to
force himself to read and fears the
contractor's license test more than
death.He wants to please his mother,
but all she wants is for him to give her
grandchildren.What Billy doesn't want is
to ﬁnd out he's gay.But then he meets
Shaz, the one guy so ﬂamboyant Billy

can't even be seen with him without
losing all his friends - and his family. One
more thing Billy wants and can't
have.Maybe he should just stay home
with his cats.KNIGHT OF OCEAN AVENUE
is a gay awakening, total opposites
attract, trying to please your mother,
religious confrontation, learning who you
are romance.
Bondi Classic Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
"I will consider doing the
campaign–seriously consider it–if you
sleep with me." When Ross Bennett has
the not–so–enjoyable pleasure of hearing
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those words come out of his mouth, he
realises he must have left his pants in
charge. Because the woman sitting
opposite him may be seriously gorgeous,
but this is serious business–not some
sleazy backroom deal! Until Ally ﬂoors
him by agreeing to his terms.... Ally
Jones may ﬁnd Ross utterly irresistible,
but that can wait: she has a thing or two
to teach him ﬁrst! Her ﬁrst lesson?
Everything comes to those who wait....
My Dutch Billionaire Orbit
He'd give his life to protect the
president's son. But he never expected
to risk his heart. Growing up gay in the
White House hasn't been easy for Rafael
Castillo. Codenamed "Valor" by the
Secret Service, Rafa feels anything but
brave as he hides in the closet and tries
to stay below the radar in his last year of
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college. His father's presidency is almost
over, and he just needs to stick to his
carefully crafted plan. Once his family's
out of the spotlight, he can be honest
with his conservative parents about his
sexuality and his dream of being a chef.
It's deﬁnitely not part of Rafa's plan to
get a new Secret Service agent who's a
walking wet dream, but he's made it this
long keeping his desires to himself.
Besides, it's not like Shane Kendrick
would even look at him twice if it wasn't
his job. Shane's worked his way up
through the Secret Service ranks, and
while protecting the president's shy,
boring son isn't his dream White House
assignment, it's an easy enough task
since no one pays Rafa much attention.
He discovers there's a vibrant young
man beneath the timid public shell, and
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while he knows Rafa has a crush on him,
he assures himself it's harmless. Shane's
never had room for romance in his life,
and he'd certainly never cross that line
with a protectee. Keeping Rafa safe at
any cost is Shane's mission. But as Rafa
gets under his skin, will they both put
their hearts on the line? This gay
romance from Keira Andrews is the ﬁrst
part of the Valor duology and features a
May-December age diﬀerence, Jane
Austen levels of pining, forbidden love
against the odds, and of course a happy
ending.
The Tin Star Cowboy Mouth Pub
Is Dwyer and Takeo's connection real
enough to bet their future on, or a daze
inspired by the blue ocean breeze?
Kage Justjoshin
Someone's out to get Los Angeles
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bookseller Adrien English. His best friend
has been viciously murdered, now he's
getting weird phone calls and sinister
gifts from a mysterious "admirer." The
cops think he's trying to divert suspicion
from himself--with the exception of sexy
and homophobic homicide detective Jake
Riordan. Is his oﬀer to help Adrien on the
level or is he out to nail his favorite
suspect--to the wall?
Bantam
I'm the pastor's son.He's the star
quarterback for a small Kentucky high
school.While the town worships him, I
pray for God to take my life.He makes
my life a living hell by making me his
victim.This perverse game we play could
end us both.How can something that
feels so right be so wrong?The price if
the truth is discovered is death, but I
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can't stop.Neither can he.No one can
know.Can I risk it?Is Roman King worth
dying for?**This story is a bully romance
including dubious consent, assault, talk
of suicide, and is intended for readers
18+. Please proceed with caution.**
Pope John XXIII Dreamspinner Press
Come to beautiful Mangrove, Florida, a
tropical paradise where love is in the air,
carried by a blue ocean breeze.
Valor on the Move Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
Hot and steamy in the Big Easy isn't the
life Darcy Butler wants, until he meets a
smooth-talking bad boy... Darcy Butler is
a ﬁsh out of water and is suﬀocating in
the humid New Orleans heat.
Dissatisﬁed with his career, his life, he is
homesick and heartbroken. Above all
Darcy is straight. Or so he believes until
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he meets the drop-dead gorgeous
photographer he wants to revamp the
art department of his e-magazine. Caleb
Mitchell, bad boy extraordinaire, lives life
on the edge. He's been around the world
covering murder and mayhem. Back in
New Orleans to tend his dying mother,
Caleb is worn down by grief. He seeks
the diversion of working at a local emagazine to help keep him sane. He
doesn't expect the instant attraction to
the bright-eyed editor/owner. That Darcy
is probably straight doesn't matter to
Caleb. Because when Caleb wants
something, nothing will stand in his way.
Will Darcy be his salvation or his
undoing?
Bulls Rush In Independently Published
Invisible student Kyle Stilleno is toiling
through his nothing high school in the
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middle of Nowhere, Texas. Could the
promise of love with baseball star Brad
Graymark be more than just a fairy tale?
Dakota Dusk Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
Senior Toren Grey cares more about his
family and his grades than what brand of
clothes he wears. Majority consensus is
that he's a nerd. So he's surprised when
resident bad boy Wesley Carroll speaks
to him in the hall, stirring feelings that
Toren has to hide. Though disconcerted
by Wes's free and easy ways, Toren
can't deny the attraction between them.
As he relaxes and gets to know Wes
better, he ﬁnds there's more to the sexy
rebel than his public image. Before long
the young men are exploring new
territory and falling in love, but life just
isn't that simple. After they graduate,
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obstacles block their relationship at
every turn: Wes working versus Toren in
college, the virulent disapproval of
parents, and everyday trials faced by
any struggling young couple. Wes and
Toren have to believe in each other...and
never doubt that their love can conquer
all.
My Summer of Wes Ruby Laska
I was fourteen, he was twenty-eight. I
was a failure and the black sheep in my
family. He was the Dutch billionaire
every girl wanted to marry. I wanted him
to be mine, but he was dating my older
sister. And so I tried to forget. I tried to
stop loving him. I tried, but it just kept
hurting until I realized that nothing
would work. Nothing…except learning
how to live without Willem de Konigh.
This is Book 1 of Willem and Serenity’s
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love story.
More Than A Fling? Maris Black
The ﬁnal installation in The KAGE
TRILOGY. Kage and Jamie have ﬁnally
come to terms with their feelings for
each other, but there is still plenty of
drama to work through. Friends and
family don't want to let them be, and
now that Kage has his UFC contract, his
uncle is worried that the public will ﬁnd
out about his nephew's boyfriend. Will
the drama be too much to handle? Will
the stakes be to high? Discover just how
far Kage and Jamie will go for love.
Books in this series: Kage (The Kage
Trilogy Book 1) Kage Unleashed (The
Kage Trilogy Book 2) Kage Unmasked
(The Kage Trilogy Book 3) Santori (The
Santori Trilogy Book 1) Santori Reborn
(The Santori Trilogy Book 2) Keywords:
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gay romance, mm romance, gay ﬁction,
gay alpha, gay alpha male, gay books,
lgbt ﬁction, lgbt romance, lgbtq ﬁction,
lgbtq romance, gay mma ﬁghter, mma
romance, ﬁghter romance, best gay
books, best mm books For readers of:
Jay Bell, Sarina Bowen, Elle Kennedy,
Aimee Nicole Walker, André Aciman,
Riley Hart, Ella Frank, Lucy Lennox, Roan
Parrish, Sloane Kennedy, Alexis Hall,
Keira Andrews, Eli Easton, N.R. Walker,
A. E. Via, Devon McCormack, Brooke
Blaine, Jay Northcote, and Alexa Land.
Blame It On the Mistletoe Independently
Published
A tasteful collection of b/w
photographs,celebrating the male
nude.,.
Tales From Foster High Dreamspinner
Press
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When James Killian comes out to his
father, he ﬁnds himself banished from
his home and ﬁred from his job. His
savior comes in the unlikely form of
Ethan Whitehall, his older brother's best
friend. Ethan has always had a soft spot
where Jamie Killian was concerned, and
he will do whatever it takes to keep his
new lover safe. PUBLISHER'S NOTE: This
book contains explicit homoerotic sex
that some readers may ﬁnd oﬀensive.
Wes & Toren Keira Andrews
A “hauntingly original” psychological
thriller about innocence, memory, and
the eﬀect of a moment of violence (O:
The Oprah Magazine). In the girls’
bathroom, Diana and her best friend,
Maureen, are stealing a moment from
the routine drudgery of high school when
a classmate enters holding a gun.
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Suddenly, Diana sees her life—past,
present, and acutely imagined
future—dance before her eyes. Through
prose infused with the dramatically
feminine sensuality of spring, readers
will experience sixteen-year-old Diana’s
uncertain steps into womanhood—her
awkward, heated forays into sex; her
fresh, fragile construction of an
identity—and, in exhilarating detail, her
life-not-lived as a doting mother and wife
of forty. Together with the sights and
sounds of renewal are the tasks of
Diana’s adulthood: protecting her
beloved daughter and holding on to her
successful husband. This “poetic” novel
encompasses both the truth of a
teenager’s world and the
transformations of midlife (Vanity Fair).
Resonant and deeply stirring, The Life
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Before Her Eyes ﬁnds piercing beauty in
the midst of a nightmare that echoes like
a dirge beneath each new spring, in a
story that “takes on deep matters of life
and death; conscience and
consciousness; family, love and
friendship” (Los Angeles Times). “Evokes
terror and redemption, shadows and
light. Kasischke treads a delicate line
with the precision and conﬁdence of a
tightrope walker. She reminds us to look
hard at life, to notice its beauty and
cruelty, even as it ﬂashes before us and
disappears.” —The New York Times
“Mesmerizing.” —Chicago Tribune
Bully Wes & Toren
When physics grad student Fielding
Monroe and skirt-chaser and football
player Mick Colman become college
housemates, they're both in for a whole
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new education. Mick looks out for the
absent-minded genius, and he helps
Fielding clean up his appearance and
discover all the silly pleasures his strict
upbringing as a child prodigy denied
him. They become best friends.It's all
well and good until they run into a
cheerleader who calls Mick the 'best
kisser on campus.' Fielding has never
been kissed, and he decides Mick and
only Mick can teach him how it's done.
After all, the physics department's
Christmas party is coming up with its
dreaded mistletoe. Fielding wants to
impress his peers and look cool for once
in his life. The thing about Fielding is,
once he locks onto an idea, it's almost
impossible to get him to change his
mind. And he just doesn't understand
why his straight best friend would have a
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problem providing a little
demonstration.Mick knows kissing is a
dangerous game. If he gives in, it would
take a miracle for the thing not to turn
into a disaster. Then again, if the kissing
lessons get out of hand they can always
blame it on the mistletoe.
Behind Iron Lace HMH
After divorcing the woman he'd been
with since he was seventeen, Nick Fuller
is starting over. He owns the restaurant
of his dreams and he's determined to
meet new people, ﬁnd new passions,
and experience life to its fullest. His new
neighbor, Bryce Tanner, is all about a
good time. He plans to help Nick meet a
few women, and enjoy the gift of the
single life. Soon they realize they'd
rather be together than with anyone
else. Neither man has ever wanted
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another guy, but there's a connection
between them from the start, and soon
they're navigating an unfamiliar new
world and dealing with unforeseen
obstacles. Will they follow the easy path
they've always followed, or the one
that;s determined to trip them up at
every turn?
Just a Bit Wrecked Middle of Somewhere
Self-proclaimed nerd Toren and sexy
rebel Wes fall in love in high school, but
after graduation they must face their
struggles with the surety that their love
will conquer all.
Altogether Jaded Speck Publishing LLC
Malcolm Small has lived a sheltered life
with parents who don't seem to care
about him. Now, during the summer
between high school graduation and
going away to college, Mal wants to take
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control of his life and make some
improvements...starting with making a
new friend. Wes, the boy across the
street, quickly becomes both friend and
a sort of mentor to Mal. With Wes's
patient guidance and example, Mal's
breaking free of his life-long shy shell
and taking chances. Mal is also feeling
free enough to start listening to the tiny
voice inside him that whispers his
attraction to Wes. After years of denying
it, could Mal be gay after all? Selfacceptance comes easy for Mal with Wes
by his side. What about telling Mal's
parents? What about being out at
college? Mal's about to undergo some
very challenging times as he grows up
fast and must decide what he'll stand for
and against. (AUTHOR'S NOTE: This an
extensively expanded second edition of
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this book.)
Beautiful Chaos Brooke Stanton
Chelsea Ryder will give anything to
protect her father's artistic legacy. But
when a charismatic European dealer
with vague credentials oﬀers her a
priceless masterpiece, she is shocked to
discover what he demands in
return...Chelsea Ryder's struggling Los
Angeles art gallery gives her entrée to
the city's glittering art scene. Her goal is
to amass the lost works of her father,
artist Marcus Ryder, who died when
Chelsea was only a child. When she is
introduced to Ricardo de los Santos at a
party, she is both intrigued and
unsettled by his smoldering gaze and
bold pursuit. Despite his claim to be an
international art authenticator, Chelsea
can discover little about the gorgeous,
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intense man whose invitations seem
more like demands.When Ricardo
proposes to trade one of her father's
works for a night of his pleasure, Chelsea
fears it will unleash traumatic memories
that she keeps at bay by maintaining
rigid control of all of her relationships.
Instead, Ricardo takes her to sensual
extremes where pleasure comes from
relinquishing control and true freedom is
found only through submission.
EDITORIAL REVIEWS:Praise for the
novels of Ruby Laska:"A real page
turner."—#1 New York Times bestselling
author Barbara Freethy on Black
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Gold"Sizzling hot.” —USA Today
bestselling author Lisa Hughey on
Xquisite “Sexy, steamy, hard to put
down!” —Adrienne Bell, bestselling
author of the Second Service series“Very
well-written...very enjoyable.” Tracy
Reva Books & Reviews“Drew me in...this
was a great read!” - All Romance All the
Time“Lovable characters...an easy read
that also happens to make you laugh.” Bits and Dits“Characters to fall in love
with...beautiful story.” - Whit’s Book
World“Ruby Laska is really an easy read
author...her books are hard to put
down.” - Best Kindle Stores
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